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Abstract: Involving air traffic controllers and pilots into the bird strike prevention process is considered an essential step to increase aviation and avian safety. Prior to implementing operational
measures such as real-time warning systems, it is vital to evaluate their feasibility. This paper studies
the efficacy of a bird strike advisory system for air traffic control. In addition to the potential safety
benefit, the possible impact on airport operations is analyzed. To this end, a previously developed
collision avoidance algorithm underlying the system was tested in fast-time Monte Carlo simulations
involving various air traffic and bird densities to obtain representative conclusions for different
operational conditions. The results demonstrate the strong safety potential of operational bird strike
prevention in case of precise bird movement prediction. Unless airports operate close to their capacity
limits while bird abundance is high, the induced delays remain tolerable. Prioritization of hazardous
strikes involving large individuals as well as flocks of birds are expected to support operational
feasibility in all conditions.
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1. Introduction
The simultaneous use of airspace by birds and aircraft has impaired avian and aviation
safety since the beginning of aviation. Collisions between these two airspace users affect
aviation operations, cause damage and can even result in a crash of the involved aircraft [1].
The risk of bird strikes is largest below 1000 m. Approximately 92% of all strikes occur
below this height [2,3]. Consequently, measures to prevent bird strikes are most relevant
for aircraft in the low-level flight phases take-off, climb, approach and landing. Current
procedures in place mainly focus on keeping birds off the airport perimeters [4]. Hence,
they do not affect birds flying beyond the airport boundaries. This geographical limitation
in bird strike prevention is especially critical for departing aircraft. Due to increasing
speeds and high thrust settings, aircraft are most vulnerable to substantial damage during
take-off and initial climb [5]. Especially collisions with large individuals or flocks of birds
have caused severe incidents as well as accidents [1]. To extend the horizon of bird strike
prevention to the departure corridors, operational measures involving pilots and air traffic
controllers have been discussed [3].
This paper addresses the implementation of a bird strike advisory system for air traffic
control at an airport. Based on real-time bird movement information from the surrounding
area, the system calculates the risk of collisions between aircraft and presents it in a
suitable manner to the controller who can give dedicated warnings to pilots. In addition to
providing enhanced situational awareness for pilots in low-level flight and approaching
the airport, the controller can delay take-offs in case of high collision risk.
To consider an implementation of a bird strike advisory system, its ability to prevent
bird strikes has to be evaluated first. Moreover, potential impacts on airport operations
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and runway throughput have to be analyzed. In a previous study, a collision avoidance
algorithm underlying such a system was introduced [6]. Operational intervention by the
controller is most feasible for departures, which are in addition most vulnerable to bird
strike damage. Hence, the algorithm targets at delaying take-offs in order to prevent strikes.
The initial study focused on the implementation of the algorithm and verified it with a
limited data set. The here presented work performed large-scale fast-time Monte Carlo
simulations involving varying air traffic and bird densities to gain a comprising insight on
the potential effects of the algorithm on airport safety and capacity. This will provide first
implications for the feasibility of operational bird strike control.
In this study, perfect predictability of bird movement is assumed for two reasons. First,
it is necessary to exclude side-effects from predicting bird movements when verifying the
algorithm’s correct implementation. Second, to achieve a benchmark for the potential of
the concept of operational bird strike prevention, the algorithm’s outcome under perfect
conditions is required. A more realistic implementation including the limited predictability
of bird movement can then be compared and judged against the result of this study.
It is hypothesized that the here presented algorithm strongly reduces bird strikes.
Considering runway capacity, an increasing impact with rising intensities of air traffic
and bird movements is expected. However, due to the optimized implementation, it is
anticipated that delays for all air traffic scenarios remain within acceptable limits.
2. Material and Methods
This paper aims at a thorough study on the consequences on runway safety and
capacity when implementing a bird strike advisory system for airport air traffic control.
To validate the concept with representative results, Monte Carlo simulations involving
different air traffic intensities, flight plan patterns as well as variation in bird abundance
were performed. This section first introduces the logic of the collision avoidance algorithm
underlying the bird strike advisory system. Subsequently, the configuration of the Monte
Carlo simulations and the applied specifications are described.
2.1. Collision Avoidance Algorithm
The presented collision avoidance algorithm is conceptually comparable to the Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) which aims at the prevention of mid-air collisions between aircraft [7]. Based on an information received from the Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) transponders of the aircraft, the time to and minimum distance at the
Closest Point of Approach (CPA) between the two trajectories are predicted. The time to
CPA and fixed altitude thresholds shape the protected volume of aircraft. They are divided
into a caution, a warning and a collision area. If the caution area is intruded by another
aircraft, a traffic advisory is issued to both aircraft. In case of a penetration of the warning
area, resolution advisories to eliminate the conflict are provided [7].
When considering collision avoidance between birds and aircraft, this logic can be
applied as well. However, due to the differences in size, velocity and number of opponents in aircraft-bird collision avoidance, some adaptations have to be considered for the
implementation of a respective algorithm.
First, the requirement for the number of potential opponents to process is limited
in ACAS. Implementations have to be able to process up to 24 aircraft in a 10-kilometer
radius [7]. In contrast, thousands of birds and thus potential opponents can be airborne in
an airport’s departure corridor [8]. Hence, strong filtering for critical opponents has to be
performed to comply with run-time- and memory-limitations.
Second, the required protected volumes around the opponents are much smaller in
bird strike prevention than in aircraft-aircraft collision avoidance. In ACAS, the horizontal
size of protected volumes can extend to 26 kilometres to account for the high approaching
speeds of opponents [7]. In contrast, tens of metres are required in collision avoidance
between aircraft and birds. Consequently, high precision of the predicted trajectories is
required to enable correct collision identification.
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ACAS relies on an information exchange between on-board transponders. For areacovering and real-time movement information of birds in the extended airport environment, ground-based sensors such as radar, visual or infrared video have to be used. Hence,
the spatial extension as well as the look ahead time are limited by the range of the chosen
sensor. Since the intentions of birds are unknown, an estimate of their future flight path has
to be made. Thereby, their potential reactions to aircraft have to be taken into account [9].
Since the kinetic energy of the impact of a collision with a bird increases with increasing
involved biomass, especially large individuals and flocks of birds are threatening. For prioritization, the chosen sensors acquiring bird movement information should be able to
classify birds in weight categories.
Considering these factors, a collision avoidance algorithm for operational bird strike
prevention was developed [6]. It builds on the aircraft-aircraft collision avoidance algorithm
of Kuenz (2015, [10]). This algorithm aims at large-scale scenarios, resolving aircraft-aircraft
conflicts on a global level. Hence, it is optimized to compare large numbers of opponents,
as required for the implementation targeting the prevention of collisions between aircraft
and birds. The optimization is achieved by dividing the collision detection into two phases.
In the first, the broad phase, the airspace is filtered for aircraft that are likely to conflict with
the own ship. For this purpose, the airspace is split into a grid consisting of n-dimensional
tiles. Only if the trajectories of the other aircraft and the own aircraft cross identical or
neighbouring tiles, the other aircraft is considered as potential opponent. In the second,
the narrow phase, a high-precision trajectory comparison is performed for the effective
collision detection on the filtered opponents only.
For the here presented adaptation of the collision avoidance algorithm for the prevention of bird strikes, the airspace is discretized in the four dimensions time, latitude,
longitude and altitude. Figure 1 displays the subsequently described steps performed.
The algorithm is provided with flight plans as well as bird movement information of entire
days. Based on their positions obtained from tracking sensors, birds are stored in the tiles
of the grid in the preprocessing step. Every scheduled departure is tested against the birds
present at the intended take-off time. For this purpose, the tiles which will be crossed by
the aircraft, are determined based on its predicted trajectory in the broad phase. Only birds
stored in these or in their neighbouring tiles will be considered for collision-detection in
the narrow phase. The latter are included to account for aircraft and birds flying close to
the boundaries of their tiles (cf. [10]). To identify collisions, the predicted trajectories of
the respective birds and the aircraft are compared. If the comparison reveals that they will
penetrate the protected zone of each other, the aircraft receives a take-off delay to avoid
the collision. Thereby, separation minima to subsequent aircraft are considered. To avoid
go-arounds for arrivals, they are given priority. If the delay of a departure leads to a loss of
separation with the subsequent arrival, the departing aircraft is scheduled to depart behind
the arrival. This can result in domino-effects for following departures. The output of the
algorithm is a rescheduled flight plan for the considered traffic day. Figure 1 shows the
steps performed within the algorithm.
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Figure 1. Set-up of the collision avoidance algorithm.
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2.2. Specifications
Air traffic flight plans of a single runway airport and information about bird movement
to be used as input for the collision avoidance algorithm were generated as described below.
Flight plans for single runway operations were generated for an airport with high
traffic intensity, containing 900 flights per day, as well as one with medium traffic intensity,
containing 500 flights per traffic day. These intensities have proven to be most critical
considering the algorithm’s runway impact [6]. To obtain various scenarios for the Monte
Carlo simulations, flight plans with various traffic shares and schedules were generated
with the tool Computing Runway Capacity Enhancements [11]. The main focus of this
tool lies on runway capacity analysis. For this study, its module to randomize flight plans
for a defined number of aircraft was used. To randomize flight plans, the sequence of
departures and arrivals is defined in a first step. Subsequently, separations between the
aircraft are calculated based on various parameters such as minimum separation, aircraft
and airport characteristics as well as human factors. An overview of all parameters and
applied distributions can be found in [12]. For this study, the flights were spread over a
period of 18 h with a minimum separation of 66 s between aircraft. To generate sequences
meeting these requirements, specific distributions for the parameters separation buffer in
aircraft separation as well as a reaction time of controller or pilots were applied. These can
be found in Table 1. Departing aircraft were randomly assigned to one of four Standard
Instrument Departure Routes. Following this procedure, 1000 scenarios for each of the
departure shares 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%, were generated, leading to 4000 scenarios for
the high and medium traffic intensities, respectively.
Table 1. Chosen distributions and parameters for the generation of air traffic flight plans.

Traffic Intensity

Number of Flights

Separation Buffer

Reaction Time Buffer

high

900

Normal distribution:
σ = 0.1 NM /0.4 s,
underrun = 5%

Weibull distribution:
k = 1.5 , λ = 0.18

medium

500

Weibull distribution a :
k = 5 , λ = 0.04

Weibull distribution:
k = 5 , λ = 0.07

a The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability function. Its shape strongly depends on the underlying
shape parameter k and the scale parameter λ [13].

Bird movement is represented in Bird Movement Plans (BMPs). To include bird
movement up to 1000 m, where the risk of bird strikes is highest [3], two sources were
used. From ground to 200 m, bird tracks were obtained from an horizontal X-band avian
radar, located at Eindhoven airport (NL). In the vertical range from 200 m to 1000 m,
which lies beyond the range of the avian radar, bird densities were obtained from the
C-band Doppler weather radar in De Bilt (NL) and transformed to individual bird tracks.
The radar specifications and the procedure to generate bird tracks suitable as input for the
simulation are described in an earlier study [14]. By following the procedure developed in
that research, three BMPs represent bird tracks of small, medium and large birds as well
as flocking birds were created. The number of simulated bird strikes has been shown to
be overestimated by a factor of three in a previous study [15]. This was mainly attributed
to exclusion of bird reactions to aircraft as observed in reality [9]. In addition, the airport
of Eindhoven where the data originates from has low air traffic activity. Hence, more
bird activity on the runway takes place than it would be observed on busy airports [16].
Consequently, the influence of the algorithm will be larger than it would be for realistic
bird strike numbers.
Combining the three BMPs with the 8000 flight plans from the two air traffic intensities
leads to 24,000 scenarios for the Monte Carlo simulations.
The collision avoidance algorithm itself was configured as described below. Since
the goal of this study is to evaluate the algorithm under ideal conditions, aircraft and
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bird trajectories were considered as perfectly predictable. Aircraft trajectories were stored
based on simulation logs from the simulation environment BlueSky Open Air Traffic
Simulator. This tool was also used for the Monte Carlo simulations of the initial and revised
flight plans. BlueSky has been developed at Delft University of Technology to analyze air
traffic flows and air traffic management concepts [17]. It was enhanced to represent bird
movements and detect collisions between birds and aircraft, as previously described. [14].
Both versions are available on GitHub [18,19].
Aircraft performance within the simulation was represented by the Base of Aircraft
Data (BADA) 3.12 implementation. All aircraft were simulated as Airbus A320-200 aircraft.
A logging frequency of 20 Hz for the lift-off phase between 0 and 15 m and a frequency of
2 Hz for the remaining flight phases was used for the trajectory representation within the
algorithm. The increased frequency during lift-off was used to account for strong changes in
vertical velocity in that phase. This combination has proven to be a good trade-off between
sufficient precision and minimum memory cost [6]. Birds were stored in the grid based on
all positions provided in the BMP. Thereby, birds of all weight categories were included
to study the effects of an algorithm preventing all potential strikes. The dimensions of
the grid tiles amount to 1000 m in latitude and longitude and 100 m in altitude. In the
narrow phase of the algorithm, linear interpolation between recorded bird and aircraft
positions was applied. There, the trajectories were tested with a sampling rate of 20 Hz.
Consequently, conflicts lasting at least 50 ms were detected. Conflicts lasting less could go
undetected due to the selected sampling rate. The algorithm considered the tracks of all
birds airborne at the intended take-off time. Birds that got airborne after the aircraft started
rolling were not visible to the algorithm. Therefore, collisions caused by such birds could
not be prevented.
The protected volumes were defined as geometrical shapes around aircraft and birds.
Due to the small look-ahead times, the protected volumes only consisted of a collision
area, leaving out the caution and warning areas as implemented in ACAS. A penetration
detected within the narrow phase of the algorithm triggered a take-off delay for the
involved departing aircraft. The imposed delay lasted at least five seconds and maximum
as long as the bird needed to leave the critical area. Due to their small size, birds have a
two-dimensional disc-shaped protected volume and thus, strictly speaking, a protected
plane, with no height. Its size depends on the bird’s weight category. The protected panes
of flocks were designed as circle, containing the circles of the individual flock members,
following the theory of Graham [20]. A detailed description of the modelling method has
been described in earlier research [14].
Aircraft are surrounded by a three-dimensional disc, leaving out the rear part of the
aircraft, as it barely got hit by birds in reality [2,21]. The resulting shape was similar to a
reverse-facing pac-man with the opening angle defined by the wing’s trailing edge sweep.
The size of the protected volume depends on the aircraft’s size category. For the Airbus
A320-200, which was used as model in this study, the radius amounts to 19.94 m, the height
to 1.01 m and the sweep to 25.00°. In Figure 2, the protected volumes of birds and aircraft
are presented.
When verifying the algorithm with these settings for a limited sample of scenarios [6],
it was found that 97% of actual collisions were prevented by the algorithm. For 2% of
all strikes, false alerts, i.e., unnecessary warnings, were generated. As missed strikes,
they can result from offsets between the effective flight paths and the interpolation taking
place in the algorithm due to the chosen sampling rates. By increasing the sampling rates,
the accuracy could be improved. However, this would impair run time efficiency. To find a
balance between precision and efficiency, different sampling rates were tested in the initial
study [6]. There, the algorithm was defined to be sufficiently accurate if it prevented at
least 95% of all strikes and generated a maximum of 5% of false alerts. These requirements
apply for the here presented study as well.
If the number of airspace users was forecasted to exceed the capacity at airports
or en-route, Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) slots could be assigned to departing
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aircraft. The so-called slot tolerance window started five minutes prior and ended 10 min
after the assigned departure time [22]. To be able to comply with potential ATFM slots,
the maximum tolerable delay due to bird strike prevention amounted to 10 min. The
number of delays exceeding 10 min as well as their duration were counted as a performance
indicator. Shifts of flights to beyond the opening hours indicated that the airport could not
keep up its capacity. Therefore, all aircraft should be able to depart within the assigned
airport opening hours.

Figure 2. Protected volume of aircraft, individual birds and flocks (source: [14]).

2.3. Analysis
To validate the algorithm and to analyze its effect on runway safety and capacity,
the four steps shown in Figure 3 were performed. First, the randomized flight plans were
simulated alongside the BMPs in fast-time. The number of strikes recorded indicate, how
many strikes can be prevented and as such represent the safety potential of the algorithm.
Second, the collision algorithm was applied on all combinations of flight plans and
BMPs, rescheduling departures where necessary. Third, the revised flight plans were
simulated alongside the BMPs in BlueSky to test for collisions undetected by the algorithm. To evaluate if the algorithm generates superfluous warnings, it was checked in the
fourth step whether the collisions prevented by the algorithm actually did take place in
the baseline.
Aircraft delays within the revised flight plan have three potential sources. They can
result from an intervention of the collision avoidance algorithm (bird delay) or a domino
effect of a previously delayed departure (transferred delay). If an aircraft with a transferred
delay has to be further delayed due to bird presence, it experiences a combined delay.
The different delay types are presented in Figure 4.
To analyze the shares of correctly prevented strikes and to identify false alerts, only
aircraft solely delayed due to birds were considered. Since they did not inherit a delay
from a previous aircraft, they encountered the identical bird movements as in the initial
flight plans and are therefore comparable.
To analyze the impact on capacity, the delays generated by the collision avoidance
algorithm to avoid bird strikes as well as transferred delays for subsequent departures
were stored.
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Figure 3. Validation procedure.
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Figure 4. Types of delays generated by the algorithm.

3. Results
Previous studies were optimistic regarding the positive effects on avian and aviation
safety when implementing operational bird strike prevention [3,23]. In this paper, a collision avoidance algorithm representing the concept of a bird strike advisory system for air
traffic control has been analyzed to test these assumptions and to evaluate the potential
impact on airport capacity. To obtain representative results for different conditions, Monte
Carlo simulations involving 24,000 scenarios of varying air traffic flight plans and bird
movement densities were performed.
An initial analysis of the algorithm with the settings used for this study on 252 consolidations of flight plans and BMPs was performed earlier [6]. Therefore, one air traffic day
each for high, medium and low air traffic intensities was combined with bird movements
from one day per calendar month. 97% of bird strikes were prevented while 2% of unnecessary warnings, related to all strikes, were generated. The results lay within the expected
variance due to the selected resolution within the trajectory comparison of the algorithm.
This study aims to validate these results and to perform an in-depth analysis on the
algorithm’s effects on capacity and safety. As in the initial study [6], at least 95% of strikes
have to be prevented at a maximum of 5% of false alerts. Since the algorithm focuses on
departures, only strikes involving these aircraft were included in the analysis.
To evaluate how many strikes were correctly prevented by the algorithm, aircraft that
were only delayed because of birds (i.e., without having received a transferred delay), were
included. Only these aircraft encountered the same birds in the original as well as the
revised flight plan and are therefore comparable. This applied to 92% of aircraft in the
revised flight plans, which can be regarded as representative. Based on this precondition,
99.33% of strikes were prevented for departing aircraft when including all scenarios.
To calculate the share of false alerts, the aircraft with a bird delay in the revised flight
plans were compared to the collisions taking place prior to the intervention of the algorithm.
Aircraft that did not encounter a collision but were delayed due to birds by the algorithm
were counted as false alerts. The algorithm generated 0.04% false alerts. The individual
values per scenario can be found in Table 2. Furthermore, the averages of the three bird
movement intensities per air traffic intensity were calculated. Finally, the averages were
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calculated for all scenarios. These were weighted with the number of flights per scenario.
Therefore, they lie closer to the results from the high air traffic intensity scenarios.
Figure 5 provides an overview of the bird strike rate prior and post the intervention of
the collision avoidance algorithm. In contrast to the results presented in Table 2, the strikes
of all departing flights are included. Therefore, this figure represents the overall effect on
safety. The bird strike rate in number of strikes per 10,000 flights was a common unit to
compare bird strike risk among airports [24]. In the context of this study, the bird strike
rate is expressed as strikes per 10,000 departures. The initial rates were proportional to the
number of air traffic and birds. The algorithm reduced the rates notably but with different
efficacy for the individual scenarios, as can be seen in Figure 5. When considering the
weighted average of all scenarios, the algorithm lowered the bird strike rate from 63.26 to
1.76 strikes per 10,000 departures. As such, the anticipated strong decrease in bird strike
rate was observed.
Table 2. Analyzed strike parameters for all scenarios, averaged per air traffic intensity as well as averages weighted by
number of flights over all scenarios.

Traffic Intensity

Bird Movement Intensity

Prevented Strikes [%]

Missed Strikes [%]

False Alerts [%]

high

high

99.15

0.85

0.07

high

medium

98.88

1.12

0.04

high

low

100.00

0.00

0.01

high

average

99.34

0.66

0.04

medium

high

99.74

0.26

0.06

medium

medium

99.24

0.76

0.02

medium

low

99.82

0.18

0.01

medium

average

99.27

0.40

0.03

99.33

0.67

0.04

weighted average

While the number of strikes prevented serves as measure for the safety effect of the
collision avoidance algorithm, the generated delays indicate the impact on runway capacity.
Table 3 provides an overview of the delays per scenario as well as for the consolidation
of all scenarios. In contrast to the verification, the observed impact on capacity is higher.
In the verification, 3% of flights were affected in the high and 0.5% in the medium scenarios.
In contrast, the shares amounted to 6% and 1% in this study.
The share of affected aircraft as well as the delay duration decreases with decreasing
bird and air traffic. In all scenarios, a limited number of aircraft is affected and the average
experienced delay lies well below the tolerance of 10 min. However, in contrast to the
verification, individual delays exceeding this tolerance were observed for high air traffic
combined with high and medium bird movement intensity. Hence, the hypothesis of
acceptable delays in all scenarios cannot fully be supported.
The distribution of delays among the different types bird delay, transferred delay and
combined delay is displayed in Figure 6 for all scenarios. While the transferred delays
dominate for the high traffic intensity, bird delays build the majority for the medium air
traffic scenarios. Combined delays play a minor role in all scenarios.
Over all scenarios, only two aircraft would depart after the assigned opening hours,
both when merging medium air traffic with high bird movement intensity. In both cases,
the last aircraft of the day was delayed due to bird strike risk, leading to a departure
just after the closing hour (99 s and 109 s). Hence, they can be considered as outliers
and the requirement of all take-offs remaining within the airport opening hours regarded
as fulfilled.
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Table 3. Overview of delays resulting from the intervention of the collision avoidance algorithm per individual scenario,
averaged per air traffic intensity as well as averages weighted by number of flights over all scenarios.

Traffic
Intensity

Bird Movement
Intensity

Delayed
Flights [%]

Delays per
Prevented
Strike [-]

Average Delay
per Affected
Aircraft [s]

Maximum
Observed
Delay [s]

high

high

15

14

192

2135

high

medium

3

7

70

704

high

low

<1

6

59

350

high

average

6

9

107

2135

medium

high

3

2

35

486

medium

medium

<1

2

29

320

medium

low

<1

2

23

295

medium

average

1

2

29

486

4

8

158

2135

weighted average
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Figure 5. Bird strike rates before and after the intervention of the algorithm.
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Figure 6. Number of the different delay types per traffic day (logarithmic scale).

4. Discussion
This study evaluated the feasibility of a bird strike advisory system for air traffic
control. Thereby, the focus lay on the effects on safety as well as capacity. The results aim
to build a foundation for research investigating the actual implementation of a system
including the operational feasibility for controllers and pilots.
The performed Monte Carlo simulations including various bird movement and air
traffic patterns demonstrated the potential to remarkably lower the bird strike rate for
departing aircraft in case of perfect predictability of bird movement. Hence, the hypothesis
of a strong cut in bird strikes can be accepted. Furthermore, the target of 95% of prevented
collisions and a maximum of 5% false alerts were fully met for all simulated scenarios.
The impact of the algorithm, both in prevented strikes and consequently in generated
delays, was higher than in the verification. Contributing factors might be the variability
in flight plans per traffic density, which was not included in the verification. Moreover,
the verification only used a limited sample of replications. In contrast, the here obtained
results are based on a representative number of scenarios.
The variable efficacy of the algorithm in preventing bird-aircraft collisions per scenario
is related to the timing of bird and aircraft departures. In the scenarios where a slightly
higher strike rate remained, more birds causing collisions took off after the considered
aircraft than in the other scenarios. Since the algorithm only considers birds airborne at
the time of intended take off, these strikes were unpreventable, leading to these somewhat
higher final strike rates. However, this would also occur in a real-life implementation.
Therefore, even with an optimized system as presented here, bird strike rates can be
reduced but never eliminated.
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The implemented algorithm assumes deterministic, perfectly predictable aircraft
and bird movement. Hence, the results presented here display the maximum potential
of operational bird strike prevention. They will serve as a baseline for future research
including the limited predictability of birds.
The second hypothesis focused on the effect on capacity. Since the algorithm was
expected—and has proven—to prevent bird strikes with high precision, the resulting
delays were hypothesized to stay within reasonable limits. As a benchmark, ten minutes
were set as a maximum acceptable delay to comply with the slot tolerance window of
ATFM. In all scenarios, the average delay per affected aircraft stayed well below this limit.
However, in some cases considering high air traffic intensity, it was overrun by individual
flights by up to 20 min. This was not caused by aircraft delayed to prevent a collision
with birds but by transferred delays to later aircraft. Since the schedule was very tight in
these scenarios, even a small bird delay could already lead to a domino effect for following
aircraft including large delays. This is reflected in Figure 6 which illustrates the high share
of transferred delays, exceeding the share of bird delays in the scenarios involving high
air traffic density. Consequently, the hypothesis of capacity impact can only be accepted
for the medium air traffic scenarios as well as for the high air traffic scenario encountering
low bird movement intensity. However, the bird strike rates in these simulations are
overestimated by a factor of three, as previously demonstrated, leading to more algorithm
interventions than would be expected in reality [15]. Still, the here analyzed algorithm is
optimized to prevent all strikes at minimum delay when assuming perfect predictability
of bird movement. More realistic implementations that actually forecast bird tracks are
expected to generate higher delays due to increased safety buffers. Since individual delays
already exceed acceptable ranges in this study, future implementations should be restricted
to avoiding only hazardous strikes, to limit the capacity impact on airports, especially ones
operating at high air traffic intensities. The performance of the algorithm when considering
limited predictability of bird movement and implementing kinetic energy thresholds is
currently investigated.
5. Conclusions
This study demonstrates the potential of and identified preconditions for implementing operational bird strike prevention in form of a bird strike advisory system for air traffic
control. As such it provides a foundation for further research on the operational feasibility
of the concept. Future research should involve the limited predictability of bird movement.
To develop respective bird movement models, site- and species-specific aspects should be
considered. The involvement of additional sensor sources to support species identification
should be evaluated. Furthermore, delays of aircraft, especially when operating at high air
traffic demands, have to be limited to highly likely and damaging strikes. Third, options
to include aircraft arriving at airports should be investigated, considering the required
increase in look-ahead time to take into account higher aircraft speeds and the avoidance
of go-arounds.
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Abbreviations
ACAS
ATFM
BADA
BMP
CPA
SSR

Airborne Collision Avoidance System
Air Traffic Flow Management
Base of Aircraft Data
Bird Movement Plan
Closest Point of Approach
Secondary Surveillance Radar
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